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ABSTRACT 
With the spread of virtual reality, eye tracker embedded VR headset gradually becomes a trend.               
A company such as Fove has already released its eye tracking VR headset. However, the               
relatively low frame rate of eye tracker in VR HMD (e.g. 90 fps) makes tracking unstable with                 
consumption of computing power. Understanding relations between gaze direction and head           
direction would be helpful, for example, to predict and compensate eye tracking with head              
tracking. In this research, a Unity project consisted of a moving object with variable parameters               
was created to examine if there’s correlation exists between players’ head direction and gaze              
direction in eye’s smooth pursuit movement. Furthermore, object parameters, shape, color,           
distance, speed and horizontal moving degree were tested to explore whether they can elicit              
statistically significant differences in gaze prediction. Results revealed that while smoothly           
pursuing a moving object with the gaze, people’s horizontal and vertical component of head              
direction and gaze direction are separately linearly correlated. Moreover, formulas were           
calculated via linear regression to express their relations. As for object parameters, significant             
impacts were detected for all five parameters and interaction effect of speed and horizontal              
moving degree with various effect size, partial eta squared. 
 
SVENSKA TITEL 
Mätning av skillnaderna mellan huvud- och blick-orientering i virtuell verklighet 
 
ABSTRAKT 
Med spridningen av den virtuella verkligheten blir Eye Tracking-inbyggd VR-headset gradvis en            
trend. Ett företag som Fove har redan släppt sitt Eye Tracking VR-headset. Emellertid gör den               
relativt låga bildhastigheten för ögonspårare i VR HMD (t.ex. 90 fps) spårning ostabil med              
förbrukning av datorkraft. Att förstå relationer mellan blickriktning och huvudriktning skulle           
vara till hjälp, till exempel för att förutsäga och kompensera ögonspårning med huvudspårning. I              
den här undersökningen, var ett Unity-projekt bestående av ett rörligt objekt med varierande             
parametrar skapad för att undersöka om det finns korrelation mellan spelarens huvudriktning och             
blickriktning i ögonens följerörelse. Dessutom testades objektparametrar; form, färg, avstånd,          
hastighet och horisontell rörelsegrad för att undersöka huruvida de kan framkalla statistiskt            
signifikanta skillnader i blickprediktionen. Resultaten avslöjade att medan man rör sig smidigt            
med ett rörligt föremål med blicken, är människornas horisontella och vertikala komponent i             
huvudriktning och blickriktning separat linjärt korrelerad. Dessutom beräknades formler via          
linjär regression för att uttrycka deras relationer. När det gäller objektparametrar detekterades            
signifikanta effekter för alla fem parametrarna och interaktionseffekten av hastighets-och          
horisontell rörelsegrad med olika effektstorlek, partiell Eta-kvadrat. 
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ABSTRACT 
With the spread of virtual reality, eye tracker embedded VR          
headset gradually becomes a trend. A company such as         
Fove has already released its eye tracking VR headset.         
However, the relatively low frame rate of eye tracker in VR           
HMD (e.g. 90 fps) makes tracking unstable with        
consumption of computing power. Understanding relations      
between gaze direction and head direction would be helpful,         
for example, to predict and compensate eye tracking with         
head tracking. In this research, a unity project consisted of a           
moving object with variable parameters was created to        
examine if there’s correlation exists between players’ head        
direction and gaze direction in eye’s smooth pursuit        
movement. Furthermore, object parameters, shape, color,      
distance, speed and horizontal moving degree were tested to         
explore whether they can elicit statistically significant       
differences in gaze prediction. Results revealed that while        
smoothly pursuing a moving object with the gaze, people’s         
horizontal and vertical component of head direction and        
gaze direction are separately linearly correlated. Moreover,       
formulas were calculated via linear regression to express        
their relations. As for object parameters, significant impacts        
were detected for all five parameters and interaction effect         
of speed and horizontal moving degree with various effect         
size, partial eta squared. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Motivation 
As a head-mounted display, VR headsets provide users with         
immersive experiences. In the case of the Oculus Rift and          
the HTC Vive, there are two controllers held in both hands           
as input to improve its usability, especially in the gaming          
field. However, controllers are not an immersive interaction        
solution. More intuitive input methods like speech       
recognition and eye tracking are highly expected. 

The current approach of VR headsets to track the direction          
that users are facing is called head tracking. Besides         
standard built-in equipment like magnetometers,     
gyroscopes, and accelerometers that augment head tracking,       
HTC Vive utilise a combination of 70 sensors with its          
laser-based Lighthouse tracking system to map out the        
playing room, while the Oculus Rift setup uses the         
Constellation tracking camera, which utilizes infrared light       
to offer 360-degree positional head tracking in a short, but          
broad and deep play area. 

Eye tracking is a cutting-edge technology measuring eye        
position related to the head and eye movement. A modern          
eye tracker primarily consists of the screen-based eye        
tracker and wearable eye tracker. They are widely used in          
the field of education and research. By taking hundreds of          
pictures per second (e.g. 240 fps) with a camera focused on           
the user's eyes, most modern eye-trackers use the center of          
the pupil and infrared / near-infrared non-collimated light to         
create corneal reflections (CR). The vector between the        
pupil center and the corneal reflections can be used to          
compute the point of regard to the surface or the gaze           
direction. Due to diversified characteristics of the user’s        
eyes, a calibration procedure of the individual is usually         
required before using the eye tracker [1]. 

Embedding eye tracking into VR headset enriches intuitive        
interaction methods and improve the player‘s immersive       
experience in virtual reality. It helps solve the VR input          
problem by adding a built-in input method roughly        
equivalent to a mouse pointer. Furthermore, with user’s        
gaze data, VR applications can “read the mind” and reflect          
according to user’s attention, which is related to people’s         
gaze point [2]. However, issues arise when combining VR         
and eye tracking.  

Compared to screen-based eye tracker, the maximum frame        
rate of VR eye tracking drops significantly. Also, stray         
infrared light caused by diffuse reflection inside the VR         
headset adds noise to the eye tracking result. Both issues          
above will lead to unstable tracking. Power consumption is         
another concern, especially with the next generation       
wireless HTC Vive. If the eye tracker does not have to run            
at a high frequency during the entirety of the usage process           
but compensated by head tracking data, the power        
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consumption of VR eye tracking could most likely        
decrease. Therefore it is meaningful to learn relations        
between gaze direction and head direction and compensate        
eye tracking with head tracking data.  

Besides implementations in VR, relationships between head       
direction and gaze direction can also be applied in real          
world. Smooth pursuit is an important movement of the         
eyes evolved to follow a slowly moving object. It occurs in           
everyday life. For example, when people are driving,        
smooth pursuit eye movements are made to monitor the         
movement of other vehicles on the road. Therefore it would          
be meaningful for driver assistance systems to learn drivers’         
attention, estimate their driving behavior and assist in        
advance. However, eye tracking is inaccurate since car        
shakes and people changes posture during driving. Instead,        
it would be easier to recognize and track a driver’s head           
direction and predict gaze attention based on it if relations          
between head direction and gaze direction are revealed. 

In brief, to overcome the issues mentioned above and         
broaden the application field of eye tracking, it is valuable          
to learn relations between head direction and gaze direction         
in smooth pursuit eye movement and examine if parameters         
of target object gazed by people has significant effect on          
gaze prediction (i.e. relations between head and gaze        
directions). 

1.2 Research Question 
What is the angular difference between the head normal and          
the gaze direction for users in virtual reality environments         
when measured through a stimulus-response test that varies        
the spatial position and visual attributes of target objects? 

2. RELATED WORK 
Related works reviewed can be mainly divided into four         
topics: differences between saccadic and smooth pursuit eye        
movements, measuring methods of eye tracking data, visual        
attention and perception, information visualization and      
further applications of the eye tracking data. 

2.1 Saccadic and Smooth Pursuit Eye Movement 
Saccadic eye movements and smooth pursuit movements       
are two primary types of eye movements. 

Saccadic eye movements are also known as saccades, which         
are ballistic, conjugate eye movements that abruptly change        
the point of foveal fixation. To make a saccade, people          
looks at a fixed target (i.e. stimulus) that jumps from one           
point to a distant position. After the onset of the stimulus, it            
takes approximately 200 ms for the eye movement to begin          
(See figure 1) [3].In the meantime, the distance between the          
new position of the target in respect of fovea and the           
difference between recent and intended positions is       
calculated to active the extraocular muscles and guide the         
eye movements.  

In smooth pursuit movements, eyes move smoothly instead        

of in jumps. They follow a moving object with a velocity           
smaller than 30°/s [4]. Smooth pursuit is evolved to keep          
the target object on the fovea.  

Saccadic and smooth pursuit eye movements are the only         
two voluntary eye movements for visual animals. They are         
controlled by similar and adjacent neural areas [5].        
Neurophysiological study claims that saccades and smooth       
pursuit are two outcomes of a single sensorimotor process         
that aims at orienting the visual axis. However, saccades are          
primarily directed toward stationary targets whereas smooth       
pursuit is elicited to track a moving target [6].  

 
Figure 1(left). The metrics of a saccadic eye movement. The 

red line indicates the position of a fixation target and the blue 
line the position of the fovea. When the target moves suddenly 

to the right, there is a delay of about 200 ms before the eye 
begins to move to the new target position [3]. 

Figure 2(right). The metrics of smooth pursuit eye movements. 
These traces show eye movements (blue lines) tracking a 

stimulus moving at three different velocities (red lines). After a 
quick saccade to capture the target, the eye movement attains 

a velocity that matches the velocity of the target [3].  

2.2 Measuring Methods for Eye Tracking Data 

2.2.1 Measuring the Gaze Direction 
There are essentially two types of measuring techniques for         
eye movements. One is to monitor the eye position with          
respect to the head and the other is to measure the point of             
regard, the orientation of the eye in space. The most suitable           
method for interactive systems belongs to the second        
category, called Video-Based Combined Pupil/Corneal     
Reflection [7]. It primarily consists of a camera, an infrared          
light source, and image processing hardware. The camera is         
in charge of capturing two features: the pupil center and the           
corneal reflection of the light source. Afterward, the vector         
between the pupil center and the corneal reflection can be          
represented in the coordinate of the point of regard. 

 
Figure 3. Visible light: center of iris (red), corneal reflection 

(green), and output vector (blue) [8].  
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2.2.2 Measuring the Gaze Distance 
In virtual environments, there are mainly two ways to         
measure the gaze distance. One general method is to detect          
if the ray cast of gaze hits an object. If it does, position of              
the hit point will be returned, and the distance can also be            
calculated. The other method is relatively new using eye         
gaze convergent distance (i.e. focal distance). It is the         
distance between the user and the convergent point of eyes’          
gaze directions. Since the eye gaze convergent distance is         
able to distinguish depth of gaze, rather than regarding the          
distance between the user and the first object along the gaze           
direction as gaze distance, it becomes a practical method in          
the research field of telepresence, virtual scenes depth        
perception, HRI and so on [9]. 

  

Figure 4. Convergent distance [9]. 

2.3 Visual attention on an Object  
To compare results of the eye tracking and the head          
tracking, impacts of visual attention should be considered. 

According to the literature reviewed, different object       
attributes invoke various observer perceptions. For instance,       
Anstis claims that a moving object appears to slow down at           
low contrasts because of motion perception [10].  

To find the answer of what attributes guide the deployment          
of visual attention and the mechanisms behind these        
effects,Wolfe and Horowitz [11] conducted a study to        
measure the reaction time (RT), the amount of time that is           
required to determine if a target is present or absent, as a            
function of the set size (i.e. the number of items in the            
display).  

The results were classified attributes into five categories:        
undoubted, probable, possible, doubtful cases and probable       
non-attributes. Attributes were assigned to the categories       
based on the probability that the attribute might guide the          
deployment of visual attention. And it states that in various          
attributes of an object, color, motion, orientation, and size         
were found to attract visual attention, while optic flow,         
color change, and three-dimensional volumes were not [11]. 

2.4 Visualization and Application of Gaze Data in Virtual         
Reality 
An enormous amount of data can be recorded since the          
refresh rate of eye tracking starts from 90 frames per          
second. Information visualization is regarded as an intuitive        
way to present the eye tracking data. Different from         

research on the two-dimensional display, visualizing gaze       
data in virtual environments is more stereoscopic. For        
example, in virtual environments, all faces of objects are         
exposed to the user, and the depth between the user and           
objects is meaningful. Stellmach visualized the      
three-dimensional eye tracking data as a heat map on the          
surface of each object [12]. Blascheck et al. [13]         
summarized various state-of-art visualizing methods for      
gaze data. One method they suggested is to visualize the          
gaze data on dynamic stimuli as motion-compensated       
attention map. It is still feasible in virtual environments.         
Moreover, the space-time cube is an inspiring solution to         
map and aggregate visualized information in a particular        
area [13]. 

As a new input method in virtual reality, various         
applications were created with the implementation of eye        
tracking data. Steichen [14] described an approach of        
implementing machine learning to eye tracking data for the         
user-adaptive interface. Judd et al. [15] applied machine        
learning to predict where people will look. Clark and James          
[16] mentioned an idea of calculating the entropy of images          
to measure the cognitive burden. Regarding evaluation       
method, Antonya [17] measured how the accuracy of eye         
tracking corresponds to the distance between the user and         
focused plane. The depth is calculated by the convergence         
point of eyes’ gaze on the plane.  

3. METHODS 
The goal of this study is to examine if there is correlation            
exists between the head direction and the gaze direction of          
human beings in smooth pursuit eye movements. Moreover,        
the study is designed to test whether object parameters,         
namely shape, color, distance, speed and horizontal moving        
degree, are able to elicit statistically significant differences        
in gaze prediction.  

A moving object has been chosen instead of a stationary          
object for three reasons: necessity, large data, and        
relevance. First of all, because the study is designed for a           
specific eye movement-smooth pursuit, in which gaze       
should focus on a moving object, it is necessary to replace           
the stationary object with the moving object. Also, a         
stationary object does not result in enough data for         
examining correlation. Furthermore, as mentioned in the       
related work, Wolfe, Jeremy, and Todd [11] suggested that         
motion is one of the undoubted attributes that influence         
visual attention. 

3.1 Testing Project and Parameters 
A unity project was built for the study. It consists of a static             
gray cubic room and a moving object with adjustable         
parameters (See figure 5). Since the tests were expected to          
measure the angular deviation, a spherical coordinate       
system was applied for this project.  
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Figure 5. A moving object and cubic space in the unity project. 

3.1.1 Spherical Coordinate System 
Since the research question is to refine a pattern of the angle            
between vectors of the head direction and the gaze         
direction, it is meaningful to represent the moving object in          
a spherical coordinate system. 

The spherical coordinate system is a three-dimensional       
coordinate where the position of a point is represented by          
three numbers (r, θ, φ). The symbol r is the radial distance            
of that point from a fixed origin. θ is polar angle measured            
from a fixed zenith direction. And φ is the azimuth angle of            
its orthogonal projection on a reference plane that passes         
through the origin and is orthogonal to the zenith, measured          
from a fixed reference direction on that plane [18]. More          
specifically, in this case, the origin of the spherical         
coordinates is set on the subject’s head position. The         
directions of the x, y, and z axes are the same as in Unity’s              
coordinate system. The zenith direction points forward in        
the world space of Unity, x-axis points to its right, and the            
y-axis points up.  

In this experiment, r stays the same definition, while θ is the            
angle between the zenith direction and the projected vector         
from the origin to the point in the x-z Plane and φ is the              
angle between a vector from the origin to the point and this            
vector’s projection on the x-z Plane. Symbol θ here         
represents the horizontal degree of the point, and symbol φ          
stands for the vertical degree ( See figure 6). 

 
Figure 6. Spherical coordinate system in the project. 

3.1.2 Parameters 
To determine if the change of each parameter affects the          
deployment of visual attention, controlled tests were       
conducted. The size, depth, speed, horizontal moving       
degree, and color of the object were changed randomly as          
parameter combinations. In this project, the object moved        
along a triangle path continuously, and new attribute values         
are assigned to the object after repeatedly moving along the          
trail twice.  

Overall there are five parameters considered as variables in         
the project (See Table 1). The variation range of each          
parameter and reasons why I chose these values for formal          
tests are motivated as follows: 

● Shape: {Sphere, Cube, Cylinder}. Spheres are      
perfectly symmetrical around their center while      
cubes and cylinders are not. Comparing tracking       
results among them can reveal a likely answer        
about the impact of cubiform shape on attention        
deployment. 

● Color: {Red, Green, Blue}. The RGB color model        
is an additive color model in which red, green and          
blue light can be added together in various ways to          
reproduce a broad array of colors [19]. 

● Distance: {3,6,9}. Distance stands for the radial       
distance between subjects and the moving object.       
Values of distance were initially set between 1 and         
9 in the pilot test but at last determined as 3, 6 and             
9, corresponding to the closest, appropriate,      
furthest distance that can be tracked. 

● Speed: {1,3,5}. The speed is initially tested       
between 1 to 9 in the pilot test. Results revealed          
that 5 is the highest speed to make sure the motion           
can be followed by user’s gaze and 3 is an          
appropriate speed while 1 is the minimum speed. 

● Horizontal moving degree: {30°, 60°}. Horizontal      
moving degree denotes the biggest horizontal      
degree θ of the moving object. Guidelines on        
Ergonomic Criteria from Netherlands Regulatory     
Framework [20] suggests that 35° in each side is         
maximum eye movement degree and 60 is of head         
rotation (See figure 7). So values of this parameter         
are set to 30°, which just requires eye rotation to          
track the moving object by gaze and 60°, where         
head rotation is demanded, to investigate if head        
rotation will reduce the degree of eye movement.  
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Figure 7. Horizontal Field of View [20]. 

 

Parameters Values 

Shape Sphere Cube Cylinder 

Color Red Green Blue 

Distance 
(Depth) 

3 6 9 

Speed 1 3 5 

Horizontal 
Moving 
Degree 

30° 60° 

Table 1. Parameters of the moving object and their values 

Moving direction of the object is another vital attribute         
although it is not regarded as a variable in the project. Since            
the object moves along a designed triangle trail that         
includes horizontal, vertical and diagonal moving      
directions, the impact from moving direction is taken into         
account in the entirety of testing process and is diminished          
to the minimum. Likewise, orientation as an undoubted        
impact factor is not included as a variable because all three           
test shapes are symmetrical around the vertical axis.  

3.1.3 Parameter Combinations 
There are sixteen parameter combinations tested for each        
subject in a random order. They can be divided into two           
parts. One is for controlled tests to explore the impact of           
five separate parameters. And the other is for controlled         
tests to measure interaction effect from speed and horizontal         
moving degree.  

The first part has ten combinations. It is based on a basic            
parameter combination {Sphere, red, 3, 1, 30°}. Each        
subject performed controlled tests by traversing values       

parameter by parameter with other values of parameters        
fixed. The controlled tests make sure that the impacts from          
each parameter for a certain subject can be evaluated. The          
Combinations traversing all parameters are as follows (See        
Table 2). 

Combi
nation Shape Color Distan

ce Speed 

Horizo
ntal 

Movin
g 

Degree 

1 
(Base) Sphere 

Red 3 1 30° 2  Cylind
er 

3 Cube 

4 
(Base) 

Sphere  

Red 

3 1 30° 5  Green 

6 Blue 

7 
(Base) 

Sphere  Red 

3 

1 30° 8 6 

9 9 

10 
(Base) 

Sphere Red 3 

1 

30° 11 3 

12 5 

13 
(Base) 

Sphere Red 3 1 
30° 

14 60° 

Table 2. Parameter combinations of the moving object 
traversing five parameters. The parameter combination 4, 7, 

10, 13 are the same with combination 1 thus they did not 
repeatedly appear in tests. 

The second part consists of six parameter combinations. By         
fixing the values of shape, color and distance as sphere,          
blue and 6, these combinations traverse all value        
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combinations of speed and horizontal moving degree (See        
Table 3). 

Combi
nation 

Shape Color Distance Speed Horizo
ntal 

Moving 
Degree 

1 

Spher
e Blue 6 

1 

30° 2 3 

3 5 

4 1 

60° 5 3 

6 5 

Table 3. Variables combinations of the moving object 
traversing two parameters. 

3.2 Testing Setup 
All tests were conducted in a spacious room with 2 meters           
by 2 meters playing area for HTC Vive (See figure 8). The            
center of the area is marked by a pink sticky note for            
subjects to stand. The HTC Vive headset is embedded with          
a Tobii eye tracker and connected to an HP Omen desktop           
computer with GeForce GTX 1080 graphic card, 16 GB         
DDR4 2133 MHz memory and Intel Core i5-6400        
processor. One controller of HTC Vive is used in the tests.           
Subjects held it on either left or right hand according to           
their hand preference. 

 
Figure 8. Testing area. 

3.3 Testing Process  
Twelve subjects including two for a pilot study were         
randomly recruited from employees of Tobii with diverse        

knowledge and backgrounds. The tests were performed       
individually. After calibrating the eye tracking VR headset,        
subjects first played an eye tracking VR game from Tobii’s          
GDC demo for 5 minutes to get acquainted with input          
methods in VR and with eye tracking. In the game, players           
pressed the trigger on the Vive controller to fetch and throw           
a rock at bottles around. They experienced the game with          
and without the help of the eye tracking. In the eye-tracking           
mode, players were able to gaze to take aim at a bottle and             
hit the target accurately. 

Afterward, I started the test while subjects were informed to          
constantly gaze on the moving object with natural eye         
movement and head rotation in the most comfortable way.         
To keep subjects focused on the object, the testing task was           
set to utilize their eye gaze to target the moving object and            
press the trigger while a white crosshair appearing on the          
surface of the object. The crosshair appears randomly every         
three to seven seconds and won’t disappear until the object          
is gazed upon and the trigger is pressed.  

Lastly, subjects were interviewed for three subjective       
questions. 

● Question 1. How do you feel about the test? 
● Question 2. There are five parameters of the        

moving object changed in the study, namely,       
shape, color, distance, speed and horizontal      
moving degree. Could you rank them according to        
their influence on tracing the object with gaze from         
big to small? 

● Question 3. Could you give reasons on why you         
rank them in this order (explicit to each        
parameter)? 

The interview starts from a broad question in case there are            
missing points on the participants’ experience. Also,       
answers from question 1 are valuable to understand subject         
perspectives in the other two questions. Question 2 is         
designed to learn the participants’ subjective feeling       
regarding the parameters’ change. Combined with question       
3, which gives more detail to the question 2, answers from           
them were applied to help explain quantitative testing data. 

3.4 Data Collected 
There are ten kinds of metrics recorded frame by frame in           
tests. Data were recorded in the Cartesian coordinate unless         
otherwise stated. The unity project records the position of         
the moving object in the Cartesian coordinate (xo, yo, zo)          
and its moving direction. The headset’s API records the         
position of the VR headset (participants) (xh, yh, zh) and          
head direction vector (the direction that subject is facing)         
(xhd, yhd, zhd). The eye tracker’s API records gaze position in           
the Cartesian coordinate (xg, yg, zg), a gaze direction vector          
(xgd, ygd, zgd) and a boolean value representing whether the          
gaze hit the moving object or not. Additionally, the         
parameter combination, frame number and unscaled      
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running time of the Unity project are also included for          
convenience of analysis (See Table 4). 

 

Metrics Type Unit/ Values 

Position of the 
moving object 

Vector  
 (xo, yo, zo)  

Voxels 

Moving direction 
of the object 

Int {1: horizontal 
Moving direction, 

2: vertical 
direction, 3: 

diagonal direction} 

Position of the 
VR headset (i.e. 
the participant) 

Vector  
(xh, yh, zh) 

Voxels 

The vector of 
Head direction 
(the direction 

subject is facing) 

Vector  
(xhd, yhd, zhd) 

Voxels 

Gaze position Vector  
(xg, yg, zg) 

Voxels 

The vector of 
gaze direction 

Vector  
(xgd, ygd, zgd) 

Voxels 

Whether the gaze 
hit the moving 

object 

Bool True/False 

Values of current 
parameters of the 

object 

Parameter 
Combinations 

Shape, color, 
speed, depth, and 

maximum 
horizontal moving 

degree of the 
object 

Frame number Int Frame 

Unscaled time Float Second 

Table 4. Collected data (Data were recorded in the Cartesian 
coordinate unless otherwise stated).  

4. RESULTS 
In this chapter, data recorded was analyzed step by step. 

For detailed insights, data of a random participant is         
visualized and analyzed along the paper since there’s an         
enormous amount of data. At last the 9th subject’s data is           

chose. Furthermore, to avoid errors caused by just        
considering one participant, data from larger scopes, such as         
data of all participant were also analyzed to support and          
verify insights from personal data. 

4.1 Pilot Test 
A pilot test was conducted before the formal test. It was           
primarily designed to evaluate the testing process and        
discover problems. It was also used as an opportunity to          
adjust and test different parameter values. 

Feedback from two pilot participants can be concluded into         
five points: 

1. Both of them reported dizziness in the test since the          
movement of the background was regarded as a        
parameter, and it rotates in certain situations. In formal         
tests, the cubic background was fixed without rotating. 

2. Speed and horizontal moving degree are two parameters        
with more impact on subjects’ visual attention than other         
three according to interviews in pilot tests. A two-way         
repeated measures ANOVA was conducted in statistic       
analysis according to it. 

3. The background color was also a parameter and changed         
among red, green, blue, white and black in the pilot.          
However, it makes relative color between background       
and object too complex to analyze. Thus in formal tests,          
background color were refined as a neutral color, 50%         
gray (R:128, G:128, B:128)). 

4. One of the pilot participants unintentionally moved       
forward and backward in the test. It changes the distance          
between the subject and object and brings unexpected        
error into the result. In formal tests, subject’s position         
was refreshed in each frame to keep its distance to object           
the same dynamically. 

5. In the pilot tests, values of speed and distance were          
picked in the range from 1 to 9 and object color was not             
only red, green and blue but also black and white.          
Participants were asked to think aloud and compare the         
experience of various value. In the end, three values of          
each parameter were applied in formal tests. 

4.2 Filtering and Converting data to the Spherical        
Coordinate System 
Numerous data were recorded in formal tests. Since each         
test took roughly 5 minutes and the eye tracker refreshes 90           
frames per second, there were approximately 25,000 frames        
of data recorded for each subject and in total 260,000 rows           
of data. Each frame’s data included the object’s position,         
moving direction and all other eight types of data         
mentioned above. However, not all data was valuable for         
this study.  

I filtered the data in two steps. First of all, frames whose            
gaze data did not hit the object were abandoned. This study           
focuses on subjects’ gaze which is guided by the moving          
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object. Since object’s position in spherical coordinate is set         
as ground truth in data analysis, irrelevant head and eye          
movements will add unexpected error to the result.        
Secondly, frames whose head direction and gaze direction        
were far beyond the ground truth, a vector from subject to           
object, were discarded since the maximum degree of eye         
movements is 35° and subjects were asked to perform         
natural head and eye movement. Extreme gaze and head         
directions might be caused by the noise of eye tracker. 

After filtering process, there were still approximately       
210000 frames of valid data left. Raw data such as          
coordinates of points and vectors of directions were        
represented in the Cartesian coordinates. They needed to be         
converted to the spherical coordinate system since it is         
easier to compare their difference in angles. 

Conversion of positions and directions data from a cartesian         
coordinate to a spherical coordinate is based on the         
definition of the spherical coordinate (r, θ, φ) in the project.           
In this case, θ is the angle between the zenith direction and            
the projected vector from the origin to the point in the x-z            
Plane and φ is the angle between a vector from the origin to             
the point and this vector’s projection onto the x-z Plane.          
The zenith direction is the axis that points forward in the           
world space of Unity (See Chapter 3.1.1 for more details).          
For example, assume the gaze direction in Cartesian        

coordinate is (xgd, ygd, zgd), its projection on x-z Plane          

then is (xgd, 0, zgd). Its coordinate in the spherical          
coordinate system can be calculated according to the        
formula: 

, 
and 

. 
In the formulas, is the horizontal degree, is the vertical          
degree of a point in the spherical coordinate system and           
is the vector of zenith direction. 

With the conversion formulas above, the filtered data was         
converted into the spherical coordinate system. 

4.3 Head Direction, Gaze Direction, and Their Difference 
This part analyzes the correlations between head direction        
and gaze direction. It starts from visualizing one subject's         
test data and at last describe the relationship in the scope of            
all participants. 

To measure the angle of head direction and gaze direction, a           
vector from subject to object is set as ground truth since           
subjects in tests were asked to pursue the object with their           

gaze smoothly. Thus degrees of head direction, in this case,          
is represented as the angle between head direction and         
ground truth, the subject-object vector. The angle of gaze         
direction is defined the same as head direction (See figure          
9). 

 
Figure 9. Head direction, gaze direction and frame of 

reference. 
4.3.1 Observation Results from Data Visualization 
Head direction and gaze direction were visualized along the         
frames at first (See figure 10). 

 
Figure 10. Visualization of Head Direction and Gaze Direction 

with the Change of Object Movement for the Ninth 
Participant. 

To be more evident, I zoomed in and picked a set of head             
and gaze data in one parameter combination to visualize         
(See figure 11). 

 

Figure 11. Change of Head Direction and Gaze Direction with 
Object Movement from One Parameter Combination of the 

Ninth Participant. 
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In figure 10 and figure 11, the unit of the x-axis is frame             
number while the unit of the y-axis is degree. The blue line            
represents degrees of head direction, the red line denotes         
gaze direction, and the black line stands for moving         
direction of the object with respect to the center of the head            
of the user. The lowest horizontal black lines mean         
horizontal moving direction, the middle horizontal black       
lines mean vertical moving direction and the highest        
straight ones mean diagonal moving direction of the object.         
In tests, the object moves along a triangle trail starting from           
horizontal movement to vertical until diagonal direction.       
Moreover, it moves along the trail twice continuously with         
one parameter combination. Thus visualization in figure 11        
displays two movements along the triangle path with the         
same parameters of the object. 

From figure 10, we can observe several patterns of head          
direction and gaze direction. One noteworthy point is that         
values of gaze direction vary in a limited range. Maximum          
and minimum of the range differ with different parameter         
combinations. Another point is that values of head direction         
increased to a peak when the object changes its moving          
direction from vertical to diagonal one. Moreover, it        
gradually decreases until the object changes to horizontal        
moving. Besides, values of head direction are smaller than         
gaze direction in most situations. 

From figure 11, it also supports the observations from         
figure 10. Moreover, it could be mentioned that gaze         
direction fluctuates more sensitive than head direction while        
pursuing the object. Also, patterns of head and gaze         
directions in two rounds are akin. It raises the possibility          
that subjects behave the same with one certain parameter of          
the object and there’s a pattern existed for the difference of           
head direction and gaze direction (See figure 12). 

 

Figure 12. Change of Angle Difference between Gaze Direction 
and Head Direction with Object Movement from One 

Parameter Combination of the Ninth Participant. 

Summarizing the observations from figures 10,11 and 12,        
there are two remarkable points. 

● The variation range of angle between gaze       
direction and head direction is affected by       

parameters of the object that is the focus of         
attention (See Chapter 4.3.2). Since peak points of        
gaze direction are observed varying because of       
different object’s parameters and values of the       
angle between gaze direction and head direction       
changes in a pattern, it is reasonable to assume that          
this pattern is also impacted by variation of        
object’s parameters. 

● Relations between head direction and gaze      
direction exist since all head direction, gaze       
direction and their difference changes in a certain        
pattern in the test (See Chapter 4.3.3). 

4.3.2 Effect of Object Parameters  
A one-way repeated measures ANOVA and Friedman test        
were conducted to determine and verify whether there were         
statistically significant differences in the difference between       
values of head direction and gaze direction over each single          
parameter of the object. Furthermore, a two-way repeated        
measures ANOVA was run to determine the effect of         
different speed over the horizontal moving degree on value         
difference between head direction and gaze direction       
according to interview result of the pilot test. 

4.3.2.1 One-way Repeated Measures ANOVA and      
Friedman Test 
In the one-way repeated measures ANOVA, five parameters        
of the object, namely shape, color, speed, distance and         
horizontal moving degree were analyzed one by one. 

Before the analysis, test data should be examined if it is           
normally distributed and has no outliers. For normality of         
test data, a graphical method, Normal Q-Q Plot was         
implemented because at larger sample sizes the       
Shapiro-Wilk test will flag even minor deviations from        
normality as statistically significant (i.e., not normally       
distributed). Outliers can also be tested with Explore        
function in SPSS.  

Examination results (See Appendix for full results) suggest        
that test data are neither normal distributed nor without         
outliers, except for data of parameter Speed. Thus I applied          
two methods to verify its final output, significance from         
one-way repeated measures ANOVA. One is to replace the         
outliers’ value with ones that are less extreme and then          
conduct the ANOVA test again to see if there are any           
meaningful differences (e.g., changes in statistical      
conclusions, etc.). The other method is to run the         
nonparametric Friedman test, which is not affected by        
outliers and nonnormal distribution.  

According to analysis outcome, there are no meaningful        
differences among results of unmodified (with outliers),       
modified (without outliers) data and Friedman test.       
However, the pairwise comparison result of post hoc        
analysis from the ANOVA contradicts it of Friedman test.         
Friedman test states that difference between values of gaze         
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direction and head direction was not statistically       
significantly different over parameter Shape between sphere       
and cylinder and was statistically significantly different       
over parameter over speed between speed 3 and speed 5,          
while the one-way repeated measures ANOVA claims the        
opposite. Therefore test outcome from unmodified data was        
adapted since it includes effect size, which describes the         
results regarding measures of magnitude. Effect size is vital         
for a large sample since statistical tests tend to demonstrate          
a significant difference with large sample [21].       
Furthermore, contradiction on shape and speed between       
results of the ANOVA and Friedman test were addressed         
since Friedman test is better for nonnormal distributed        
dataset with outliers. Analysis results are described one        
parameter at a time. 

For parameter Speed, a one-way repeated measures       
ANOVA suggests that speed has a significant impact of the          
difference of gaze and head directions with the        
significance<0.005 and effect size, partial η2 = 0.167. In the          
analysis, there were no outliers, and the data was         
non-normally distributed, as evaluated by boxplot and       
Normal Q-Q plot, respectively (See figure 13.a). The        
assumption of sphericity was violated, as assessed by        
Mauchly's test of sphericity, χ2(2) = 261.683, p = .000 (See           
figure 13.b). Therefore, a Greenhouse-Geisser correction      
was applied (ε = 0.911). The change of object speed elicited           
statistically significant changes in difference between      
values of gaze direction and head direction among three         
speed levels, F(1.822, 4632.808) = 509.463, p < .0005,         
partial η2 = 0.167 (See figure 13.c), with differences         
between head and gaze directions decreasing from -4.17 ±         
4.42 degrees at speed 1 to -8.57 ± 5.63 degrees at speed 3             
and raising back to -8.35 ± 6.35 degrees at speed 5 (See            
figure 13.d). Post hoc analysis with a Bonferroni adjustment         
revealed that difference between values of gaze direction        
and head direction was statistically significantly decreased       
from speed 1 to speed 3 (4.407 (95% CI, 4.09 to 4.72)            
degrees, p < .0005) and from speed 1 to speed 5 (4.185            
(95% CI, 3.81 to 4.58) degrees, p < .0005), but not from            
speed 3 to speed 5 (-0.22 (95% CI, -0.64 to -0.20) degrees,            
p = .613) (See figure 13.e). 

The Friedman test for speed also suggests there were         
statistically significant differences in the discrepancy of       
gaze and head directions during three levels of speed (See          
figure 14.a). However, pairwise comparisons which      
performed (SPSS Statistics, 2012) with a Bonferroni       
correction for multiple comparisons claims that there are        
statistically significantly difference among all levels, from       
speed 1 to speed 3 (p < .0005), speed 3 and speed 5             
(p=0.001) and speed 1 to speed 5 (p < .0005) (See figure            
14.b). 

 

 
Figure 13.a . Normal Q-Q plot and boxplot of Difference 

between head and gaze directions over 3 speed levels. 

 
Figure 13.b . Mauchly’s Test of Sphericity for Difference 

between head and gaze directions over speed of the object. 

 
Figure 13.c .Greenhouse-Geisser Correction for Difference 
between head and gaze directions over speed of the object. 

 
Figure 13.d . Mean and Standard Deviation of Difference 

between head and gaze directions over 3 speed levels. 
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Figure 13.e . Pairwise Comparison among Difference between 

head and gaze directions over 3 speed levels. 

 
Figure 14.a . Friedman test result for Difference between head 

and gaze directions over 3 speed levels. 

 
Figure 14.b . Friedman Test Result with Pairwise 

Comparisons for Difference between head and gaze directions 
over 3 speed levels. 

Similar to parameter Speed, the one-way repeated measures        
ANOVA and Friedman test for parameter Shape present        
the same significant result (See figures 15.a and 15.b) while          
their pairwise comparisons suggest opposite results.      
According to the one-way repeated measures ANOVA, the        
shape of the object has a significant influence on the          
difference of gaze and head directions with the        
significance<0.005 and effect size, partial η2 = 0.020.        
Moreover, the ANOVA revealed that among all value pairs,         

the difference between values of gaze direction and head         
direction was statistically significantly (See figure 15.c).       
However, the Friedman test report that difference between        
gaze direction and head direction was not statistically        
significantly different between cylinder and sphere (p=1.00)       
(See figure 15.d). 

 
Figure 15.a . Mauchly’s Test of Sphericity and 

Greenhouse-Geisser Correction for Difference between head 
and gaze directions over 3 shapes, sphere, cube and cylinder. 

 
Figure 15.b . Friedman test result for Difference between head 
and gaze directions over 3 shapes, sphere, cube and cylinder. 

 
Figure 15.c . Pairwise Comparison among Difference between 

head and gaze directions over 3 shapes, sphere, cube and 
cylinder. 
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Figure 15.d . Friedman Test Result with Pairwise 

Comparisons for Difference between head and gaze directions 
over 3 shapes, sphere, cube and cylinder. 

The one-way repeated measures ANOVA and Friedman test        
on parameter Distance, Color, and Horizontal Moving       
Degree hold the same result on the significance and         
pairwise comparison. Therefore I only present the outcome        
of the one-way repeated measures ANOVA with       
unmodified data as following. 

For parameter Horizontal Moving Degree, the one-way       
repeated measures ANOVA suggests that horizontal      
moving degree has a significant impact of the difference of          
gaze and head directions with the significance<0.005 and        
effect size, partial η2 = 0.016. In the analysis, there were           
outliers, and the data was non-normally distributed, as        
assessed by boxplot and Normal Q-Q plot, respectively.        
The assumption of sphericity was met since values the         
parameter consist of two levels. The change of object shape          
elicited statistically significant changes in difference      
between values of gaze direction and head direction among         
three levels, F(1, 13866) =227.876, p < .0005, partial η2 =           
0.016, with difference between head and gaze directions        
decreasing from -6.29 ± 5.65 at 30 horizontal moving         
degrees to -7.35 ± 6.55 at 60 horizontal moving degree.          
Post hoc analysis with a Bonferroni adjustment revealed        
that difference between values of gaze direction and head         
direction was statistically significantly decreased from 30       
horizontal moving degrees to 60 degrees (1.067 (95% CI,         
.929 to 1.206), p < .0005). 

The distance between the object and subject has a         
significant impact of the difference of gaze and head         
directions with the significance < 0.005 and effect size,         
partial η2 = 0.095 according to the one-way repeated         
measures ANOVA. In the analysis, there were outliers, and         
the data was non-normally distributed, as assessed by        
boxplot and Normal Q-Q plot, respectively. The assumption        

of sphericity was violated, as assessed by Mauchly's test of          
sphericity, χ2(2) = 144.964, p = .000. Therefore, a         
Greenhouse-Geisser correction was applied (ε = 0.988). The        
change of distance elicited statistically significant changes       
in difference between values of gaze direction and head         
direction among three distance levels, F(1.975, 22653.446)       
=1204.392, p < .0005, partial η2 = 0.095, with difference          
between head and gaze directions decreasing from -6.41 ±         
5.66 at distance 3 to -8.52 ± 5.42 at distance 6 and to -10.14              
± 6.12 at distance 9. Post hoc analysis with a Bonferroni           
adjustment revealed that difference between values of gaze        
direction and head direction was statistically significantly       
decreased from distance 3 to distance 6 (2.102 (95% CI,          
1.916 to 2.289), p < .0005), from distance 6 to distance 9            
(1.624 (95% CI, 1.452 to 1.796), p < .0005), and from           
distance 3 to distance 9 (3.726 (95% CI, 3.538 to 3.914), p            
< .0005). 

The color of the object is also considered with a significant           
impact of the difference of gaze and head directions with          
the significance<0.005 and effect size, partial η2 = 0.005         
based on the one-way repeated measures ANOVA. In the         
analysis, there were outliers, and non-normally distributed       
data, as assessed by boxplot and Normal Q-Q plot,         
respectively. The assumption of sphericity was violated, as        
assessed by Mauchly's test of sphericity, χ2(2) = 510.325, p          
= .000. Therefore, a Greenhouse-Geisser correction was       
applied (ε = 0.964). The change of color elicited statistically          
significant changes in difference between values of gaze        
direction and head direction among three colors, red, green         
and blue, F(1.929, 26207.827) =63.288, p < .0005, partial η2          
= 0.005, with difference between head and gaze directions         
decreasing from -6.31 ± 5.70 at red color to -6.56 ± 5.68 at             
green color and to -6.99 ± 5.48 at blue color. Post hoc            
analysis with a Bonferroni adjustment revealed that       
difference between values of gaze direction and head        
direction was statistically significantly decreased from red       
color to green color (0.246 (95% CI, 0.113 to 0.378), p <            
.0005), from green color to blue color (0.437 (95% CI,          
0.280 to 0.593), p < .0005), and from red color to blue color             
(0.682 (95% CI, 0.532 to 0.833), p < .0005).  

In short, the difference between gaze direction and head         
direction has statistically significant differences over all       
five parameters, namely speed, horizontal moving degree,       
shape, distance, and color, according to analysis results of         
one-way repeated measures ANOVA with unmodified and       
modified data and Friedman test. Furthermore, based on        
each parameter’s effect size partial η2, which stands for         
what proportion of the variance in the dependent variable is          
attributable to the factor in question [22], variation of         
parameter Speed can elicit most considerable statistically       
significant changes in the difference between gaze direction        
and head direction. After speed is parameter Distance,        
Shape, Horizontal Moving Degree and the least statistically        
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significant changes are resulted by color (partial η2Speed>        
η2Distance> η2Shape> η2Horizontal Moving Degree> η2Color). 

4.3.2.2 Two-way Repeated Measures ANOVA on Speed       
and Horizontal Moving Degree 
A two-way repeated measures ANOVA was run to test if          
there’s interaction effect of parameter Speed and       
Horizontal Moving Degree exists. 

Before analysis, two-way rm ANOVA also requires       
normality and non outlier of the dataset. However, Analysis         
of the studentized residuals showed that there was non         
normality, as assessed by the Normal Q-Q plot (See figure          
16.a) and less than 1% outliers, as assessed by no          
studentized residuals greater than ± 3 standard deviations        
(See figure 16.b). Nonetheless, since the same test run with          
modified test (without outliers) shows similar result without        
meaningful difference, outcomes of test with unmodified       
data was accepted. 
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Figure 16.a. Normal Q-Q plot of Difference between head and 

gaze directions over six variable combinations of speed and 
horizontal moving degrees. 

 
Figure 16.b. Partial data of studentized residuals of 6 variable 
combinations of speed and horizontal moving degrees (Speed 

1*HMD 30, Speed 1*HMD 60, Speed 3*HMD 30, Speed 
3*HMD 60, Speed 5*HMD 30, Speed 5*HMD 60). 

Profile plot and tests of within-subjects effects were        
combined to determine whether an interaction exists. From        
the plot (See figure 17.a) it can be assumed that interaction           
effect is not likely to be statistically significant since two          
lines are not parallel. For test of within-subject effect, a          
Huynh-Feldt correction was applied (ε = 0.979) since        
Mauchly's test of sphericity indicated that the assumption of         
sphericity had been violated for the two-way interaction,        
χ2(2) = 40.540, p < .0005 and estimated epsilon (ε) is           
greater than 0.75 (See figure 17.b). The result shows there          
was a statistically significant two-way interaction between       
speed and horizontal moving degree, F(1.959, 3537.311) =        
117.258, p < .0005, partial η2 = .061 (See figure 17.c).           
Therefore, simple main effects were run to separately        
examine the simple main effects of speed and horizontal         
moving degree. 

 
Figure 17.a. Plot of Estimated Marginal Means of Difference 

between Gaze and Head Directions.  

 
Figure 17.b . Mauchly’s Test of Sphericity for Difference 

between head and gaze directions over interaction of speed 
and horizontal moving degree of the object. 

 
Figure 17.c . Huynh-Feldt correction for Difference between 

head and gaze directions over interaction of speed and 
horizontal moving degree of the object. 

Results for the simple main effects of horizontal moving         
degree revealed that difference between gaze direction and        
head direction was statistically significantly different      
between 30 and 60 horizontal moving degrees among all         
three speed levels. When speed of the object is 1, the           
difference between gaze direction and head direction in the         
30 horizontal moving degree (-7.48 ± 5.39 degrees)        
compared to the 60 horizontal moving degree (-9.74 ± 5.63          
degrees) resulted in statistically significant changes, F(1,       
12509) = 1138.798, p < .0005, a mean difference of 2.26           
(95% CI, 2.13 to 2.39) degrees. And the degree difference          
was statistically significantly different in the 30 horizontal        
degree (-9.25 ± 5.15 degree) compared to the 60 horizontal          
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moving degree (-10.04 ± 6.04 degrees) at the speed 3, F(1,           
3895) = 40.293, p < .0005, a mean difference of 0.79 (95%            
CI, 0.55 to 1.04) degrees. The difference of directions was          
also statistically significantly different in the 30 horizontal        
moving degrees (-10.12 ± 6.51 degrees) compared to the 60          
horizontal moving degree (-11.07 ± 6.77 degrees) when        
speed is 5, F(1, 1806) = 18.959, p < .0005, a mean            
difference of 0.95 (95% CI, 0.52 to 1.37) degrees. Data are           
mean ± standard deviation, unless otherwise stated. 

In brief, the interaction effect of parameter Speed and         
Horizontal Moving Degree exists on the difference between        
gaze direction and head direction. And changes of        
horizontal moving degree on all three levels of speed led to           
statistically significant differences. Furthermore, effect size,      
partial η2 of the interaction effect is considerably smaller         
than effect size of single parameter Speed and Horizontal         
Moving Degree (See figure 18). It represents that the         
interaction effect was less statistically significant than       
speed, even horizontal moving degree, which is the last         
second single parameter elicited small statistically      
significant changes in the difference between gaze and head         
directions. 

 
Figure 18 . Effect size partial η2  of parameter Speed, 

Horizontal Moving Degree and their interaction for Difference 
between head and gaze directions over interaction of speed 

and horizontal moving degre of the object. 

4.3.3 Nonlinear Correlation Between Head Direction and       
Gaze Direction 
With observation from single participant’s data, I analyzed        
relations between head normal and gaze direction data in         
the scope of all subjects. Since gaze direction and head          
normal are measured as absolute degree difference to        
ground truth, they are bigger than zero. It leads to the           
distribution of their data is not normalized. To discover         
relations of two variables, I plotted points in head         
direction-gaze direction coordinate (See figures 19). 

In figure 19, sample data’s range gradually narrows down         
from all participants data with all parameter combinations        
(figure 19.a) to all participants data with only one parameter          
combination (figure 19.b) until the 9th subject’s data with         
one parameter combination (figure 19.c).  

Plots suggest that there’s no obvious correlation between        
head direction and gaze direction, especially with fewer        

data in figure 21. However, since measured gaze direction         
and head direction are resultant of their horizontal degree         
and vertical degree, which are their coordinates in the         
spherical coordinate system, separate analysis of their       
relations in the horizontal direction and vertical direction        
were conducted.  

 
Figure 19.a. Correlation of Head Direction and Gaze Direction 

for All Participants. 

 
Figure 19.b. Correlation of Head Direction and Gaze Direction 

from One Parameter Combination of All Participants. 

 
Figure 19.c. Correlation of Head Direction and Gaze Direction 

from A Parameter Combination of the 9th Participant. 
Several outliers exist in the correlation of head direction         
and gaze direction (Figure 19.a). According to analysis        
subject by subject, the outliers only appear in the test data           
of subject 10 (See figure 20). Furthermore, by playback of          
the moment when the extreme value happens in recorded         
test video, it can be found that outliers usually appear when           
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the target object is big or close to the subject, so that the             
subject can only roll eyes without moving head. It leads to a            
large value of the degree between gaze direction and the          
vector for subject to object, which is the ground truth(See          
figure 21 for example). Therefore, the outliers in figure 19          
is caused by an specific unusual action of a particular          
participant. 

 

Figure 20.a. Correlation of Head Direction and Gaze Direction 
of 10th Participants. 

 

Figure 20.b. Except the 10th Subject, Correlation of Head 
Direction and Gaze Direction for All Participants. 

 

Figure 21. Big and Near Target Object-A Reason of why 
outliers exist in the Data of 10th Participant. 

4.4 Separate Analysis of Directions in Horizontal and        
Vertical Direction 
This subchapter primarily describes an implementation of       
correlation analysis, normal test, and linear regression to        
quantitatively analyze values of gaze direction and head        

direction in both horizontal and vertical direction. 

Before analysis, data from the randomly opted subject are         
visualized to provide an intuitive understanding of       
horizontal and vertical degree data. With frame numbers as         
the title of the x-axis, the horizontal and vertical degree of           
gaze and head directions in the whole test process of          
Participant 9 are separately plotted in figures 22 and 23. 

 

Figure 22. Horizontal Degree of Head Direction and Gaze 
Direction along Frames. 

 

Figure 23. Vertical Degree of Head Direction and Gaze 
Direction along Frames. 

 
Figure 24.a. Horizontal Degree of Head Direction and Gaze 

Direction along Frames from Data of A Parameter 
Combination of 9th Participant. 
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Figure 24.b. Vertical Degree of Head Direction and Gaze 
Direction along Frames from Data of A Parameter 

Combination of 9th Participant. 

 
Figure 25.a. Fitted Horizontal Degree of Head Direction and 

Gaze Direction along Frames from Data of A Parameter 
Combination of All Participant. 

 
Figure 25.b. Fitted Vertical Degree of Head Direction and 
Gaze Direction along Frames from Data of A Parameter 

Combination of All Participant. 
 

Red lines denote fluctuation of gaze direction, blue lines         
represent it of head direction, and black lines are moving          
object’s moving degree, which is its spherical coordinate. 

Figures 24 and 25 demonstrate that gaze direction is more          
accurate and sensitive than head normal. Gaze movement        
starts earlier than head movement, and it varies in a wider           
range which makes it close to moving degree of the object.           
Furthermore, the same with one observation from figure 10,         

figure 22 points out that extremum of horizontal gaze         
direction differs in distinct parameter combinations while       
vertical degrees of gaze direction varies in an almost certain          
range (See figure 21). 

Additionally, plots reveal the relations of gaze direction and         
head direction in horizontal and vertical direction are        
visualized by mapping values of head direction to the x-axis          
and values of gaze direction to the y-axis (See figures 26           
and 27, Table 5 and Table 6) 

According to data visualization in figure 26, it is reasonable          
to assume that horizontal degree of gaze direction and head          
direction are linearly correlated. Moreover, the result of        
Spearman's Rank Correlation in Table 5 supports the        
assumption. Spearman's Rank Correlation is designed to       
determine if two non-normal distributed variables are       
correlated and calculate their correlation coefficient.      
P-value equals to zero indicates that null hypothesis, there         
is no association between the two variables, is rejected.         
Moreover, Spearman correlation, in this case, is 0.88, which         
indicates that there’s a strong positive relationship between        
the horizontal degree of head direction and  gaze direction. 

The linear regression was run with sample data of all          
participants as linear correlations exists between horizontal       
component of head direction and gaze direction. Results of         
SciPy.stats.linregress in Python reveals that slope and       
intercept of the regression line are 1.012 and 4.337, with the           
standard error of the estimate as 0.001. Therefore, the         
relation between the horizontal degree of head direction and         
gaze direction can be represented by a formula: 

, 
where x stands for the horizontal component of head         
direction, and y is the horizontal component of gaze         
direction.
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Figure 26. Correlation of Horizontal Degree of Head Direction 
and Gaze Direction with Different Scope of Sample Data (The 
top one fetched data from a parameter combination {sphere, 

red, distance 3, speed 1 and 60° horizontal moving degree}, the 
middle one visualized all data of the ninth participant and the 

bottom one applied full valid data). 
 

 
Table 5. Result of Spearman's Rank Correlation Coefficient 
for Horizontal Degree of Head Direction and Gaze Direction 

from All Participants’ Data. 
The relation between vertical degrees of head direction and         
gaze direction is also linearly correlated (See figure 27).         
The result of Spearman rank correlation (correlation=0.703,       
p-value=0.0) suggests a relatively strong positive      
relationship between the vertical gaze and head directions.        
Furthermore, linear regression result calculated that slope of        
the regression line is 0.8171 and the intercept=-5.331, with         
standard error = 0.0026. Therefore, the relation between the         
vertical degree of head direction and gaze direction can be          
represented by a formula: 

, 
where x stands for the vertical component of head direction,          
and y is the vertical component of gaze direction. 

 

 
Figure 27. Correlation of Vertical Degree of Head Direction 

and Gaze Direction with Different Scope of Sample Data (The 
top one fetched data from a parameter combination {sphere, 

red, distance 3, speed 1 and 60° horizontal moving degree}, the 
middle one visualized all data of the ninth participant and the 

bottom one applied complete valid data). 

 
Table 6. Result of Spearman's Rank Correlation Coefficient 
for Vertical Degree of Head Direction and Gaze Direction 

from All Participants’ Data. 
The same with the visualization of correlation between head         
direction and gaze direction (See figure 19.a), outliers also         
exist in correlation between horizontal/vertical degree of       
head direction and gaze direction. After excluding the test         
data of 10th subject, the outliers also disappear (See figure          
28, 29). From the test videos, the moment outliers appear          
also refers to the same problem. Therefore, outliers in figure          
26.c and figure 27.c are also caused by 10th subject who           
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just roll eyeball without head movement when the target         
object is close and big. 

 

Figure 28. Correlation between Horizontal Degree of Head 
Direction and Gaze Direction  for All Participants Except the 

10th Subject 

 

Figure 29. Correlation between Vertical Degree of Head 
Direction and Gaze Direction  for All Participants Except the 

10th Subject 
Briefly, in smooth pursuit activity of human eyes, strong         
positive linear correlations exist separately between the       
horizontal component of head direction and gaze direction,        
and the vertical component of them, rather than between         
vectors of gaze direction and head direction. 

5. DISCUSSION 
Several points arose in test and analysis process, and further          
improvements are worth discussing for future work. 

5.1 Concentration Affected by High Saturation of       
Object’s Color  
In the interviews, three subjects reported that high color         
saturation, especially red, was dazzling. It reveals another        
test parameter of the object. However, since the color was          
defined by the RGB color system, it is regarded as a           
sufficient parameter for a color test without including        
parameter Saturation. 

Moreover, four subjects claimed that when the object        
moved slowly under speed 1, they lost concentration for a          
moment. The same situation was observed via recorded test         
videos. Subjects’ gaze swings after gazing on a moving         

object for a long time. However, the impact from speed is           
one of the expected results of the research. It demonstrates          
that the variation of object’s speed does have a significant          
influence on the difference between gaze direction and head         
direction. 

5.2 Moving Trail of the Object in Tests  
The moving object in tests was designed to move along a           
triangle trail with horizontal, vertical and diagonal       
movement to diminish errors and deviation from moving        
directions of the object. However, it is unpredictable for         
subjects to know when the object turns moving direction         
especially when the object’s horizontal moving direction       
changes from 30 to 60 or vice versa. Thus their gaze           
followed the object’s movement by inertia and resulted in         
missing the object when it turns. The miss may lead to an            
instantaneous large degree difference between gaze      
direction and head direction, although most missing       
behaviors were filtered since their gaze did not hit the          
object. 

There are two methods to avoid missing. One is to denote           
the moving trail of the object while keep it moves along the            
triangle trail. With the visible mark, participants have        
anticipation on when the direction will change. Therefore,        
the amount of error data resulted by missing the object will           
decrease. The other solution is to test with separate moving          
direction one by one. For example, by dividing moving         
directions into horizontal, vertical and diagonal moving       
direction, the test can randomly pick one direction from         
them to start with marked start and end point. Moreover, the           
same with method one, object with one parameter        
combination will go through all three directions, however,        
not continuously as a triangle.  

5.3 Study Interaction Effects among Pairs of All Five         
Parameters  
Because of limited test scope, only parameter Speed and         
Horizontal Moving Degree went through all their levels        
combinations in the test based on a blue sphere with six unit            
distance (unit of the Unity3D) to the subject. Thus only          
interaction effect between speed and the horizontal moving        
degree was examined in the analysis. However, the analysis         
of formal test reveals that speed and distance are two          
parameters with more impact on subjects’ visual attention        
rather than speed and horizontal moving degree. Thus it is          
highly recommended to test interaction effect between       
speed and distance, even among all five parameters in         
future work. 

Test with all values of five parameters in a within-subject          
test takes roughly 46 minutes for a participant. Because four          
parameters of the object have three levels of value and one           
has two levels, there are in total 162 combinations         
(3*3*3*3*2). Moreover, each combination takes     
approximately 17 seconds according to the formal test, the         
total time required for each subject can be calculated.         
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Nonetheless, testing with a repetitive test for 46 minutes is          
too long and subjects get bored and lost perceptual         
concentration after several iterations. Bigger rewards will       
be required to ask participants to stay focused. And error          
and deviation will arise when subjects lost attention and         
missing the object with their gaze [23].  

It might be a feasible solution to divide the test into several            
small components and conduct the test among plenty of         
subjects. Most cell phone nowadays are embedded with a         
front camera. The test can be developed as a mobile          
application and distributed online. With a large number of         
participants, each subject just needs to run a one-minute         
test. Moreover, since the test sample would be large         
enough, the impact of differences between subjects can be         
reduced although it becomes a between subject test.  

5.4 Adjust Formulas over Parameters and Users 
Further analysis should be conducted to explore whether        
slope and intercept of regression line change over persons,         
even parameters of the object. If the answer is yes, it would            
be vital to how would values of slope and intercept change           
with users and parameters? Moreover, a calibration process        
should be implemented for predicting gaze direction. 

Besides linearly regressed formula, it is promising to        
analyze whether relative movement and interaction between       
components of head and gaze obey physical laws. Therefore         
trying to explain the relationship by a physical model. 

6. CONCLUSION 
By implementing eye-tracking VR technology, a study was        
conducted to explore relations of head direction and gaze         
direction with smooth pursuit eye movements, which is        
vital for the industry to save computing power, broaden         
application fields and so on. The result is two-fold.  

First of all, while human eyes pursue a moving object          
smoothly, the variation of object’s parameters, namely       
shape, speed, color, distance and horizontal moving degree        
will elicit statistically significant change in the difference        
between gaze direction and head direction. Moreover, their        
effects on the degree difference between gaze and head         
directions from large to small are Speed> Distance> Shape>         
Horizontal Moving Degree> Color. Furthermore, the      
interaction effect of speed and horizontal moving degree is         
also statistically significant on the difference between gaze        
and head directions. However, its effect is quite weak, even          
smaller than it of horizontal moving degree. 

Secondly, in eyes’ smooth pursuit movement, rather than        
between head direction and gaze direction, strong positive        
linear correlations exist separately between horizontal      
component of head direction and gaze direction, and        
between vertical component of them. Moreover, the linear        
correlation in the horizontal component can be expressed        
as: 

y =1.012 x + 4.337 , 

and the linear correlation in the vertical component can be          
conveyed by:  

y =0.8171 x -5.331 , 

In which x stands for the horizontal/ vertical component of          
head direction and y represents the horizontal/ vertical        
component of gaze direction. 

Future work of the research can be focused on three fields.           
Diminishing deviation by adjusting test process, testing all        
interaction effects among the five parameters and       
calibrating the linear model over persons and parameters. 
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